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The topic for this issue is winter or summer.

                                                       winter sea . . .
                                                       fishermen's boats
                                                       become whiter 

                                                       Elisa Allo - Switzerland (formerly Italy)

thyme
the flutter of bees
and purple

Pat Davis - USA

                                                       snow squall
                                                       the roadside cross
                                                       without your name

                                                       Debbie Strange - Canada 

sunlight breaking
into a thousand pieces
summer ocean

Isabel Caves - New Zealand 

                                                       winter ends
                                                       beneath loose bark
                                                       a butterfly

                                                       Phyllis Lee - USA

here sunflowers
there snowdrops
August on the earth

Luciana Moretto - Italy 



                                                       purple stars
                                                       guiding me into winter 
                                                       frost flowers

                                                       Devin Harrison - Canada

a snail 
in the crosswalk . . .
summer solstice

Julie Warther - USA

                                                       snowflakes
                                                       how fleeting
                                                       the memory

                                                       Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

summer breeze
wind chime
jazz

Michael Stinson - USA

                                                       winter's end
                                                       a post nasal drip
                                                       on the snowman

                                                       Hazel Hall - Australia

bunches of grapes -
threatening hum
of a thousand wasps

Lucia Cardillo - Italy 



                                                       winter cemetery
                                                       a stone angel
                                                       with no wings 

                                                       Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland

dancing on the edge
of a stranger's wedding -
summer night

Miriam Sagan - USA

                                                       drifting snow
                                                       the steam rolls off
                                                       a field of sheep 

                                                       Alan Summers - UK

incense sticks 
the summer stars
so far away

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

                                                       winter dryness . . .
                                                       microfiber towel clings
                                                       to Velcro hands

                                                       Nancy Brady - USA

summer heat 
melting . . .
his frozen kiss

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana 



                                                       winter moon -
                                                       close by hand
                                                       two elders

                                                       Margherita Petriccione - Italy 

jet skis
a turtle dives deeper
into the dream

Lorin Ford - Australia

                                                       marshmallows melt
                                                       in hot cocoa
                                                       yesterday's snowman
                                                        
                                                       Tia Haynes - USA

midsummer morning
the slap of wet cotton
on washboards

Lee Nash - France

                                                       winter secrets . . .
                                                       a daffodil emerges
                                                       from silence

                                                       Jessica Malone Latham - USA

circles
a sunflower
under the moon

Angiola Inglese - Italy



                                                       first snow 
                                                       counting the rings
                                                       on a fireplace log

                                                       Barbara Tate - USA

indian summer 
the children refill
their water pistols

John McManus  - UK

                                                       over a bowl
                                                       of pepper soup -
                                                       the winter moon

                                                       Precious Oboh - Nigeria 

California sunset
in a brown-eyed Susan
all that I need 

Lucia Fontana - Italy 

                                                       melting snow
                                                       my heart
                                                       warms

                                                       Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

summer moon
I dream
a turtle's dream

Billy Antonio - Philippines 



                                                       first summer
                                                       he woos me 
                                                       with squash flower soup

                                                       Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

boats -
seagulls that go
seagulls that come

Antonio Mangiameli - Italy 

                                                       summer shower
                                                       against the window . . .
                                                       a baby's laughter
                                                        
                                                       David He Zhuanglang - China

storm's end -
nature highlighted
in white 

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

seashells -
a jar of summer
traveling home

Martha Magenta - UK
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